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The IGF Secretariat conducts the retroactive recognition, which reflects the total number of the NRIs, historically. These numbers are the existing records during the IGF relevant annual meetings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National IGFs</th>
<th>Regional IGFs</th>
<th>Youth IGFs</th>
<th>NRIs in formation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- In areas where there are no national or youth IGFs, there is a multiple reach of regional and sub-regional IGF initiatives.
Recently recognized NRIs

- 5 NRIs recognized in 2022 (Jan-Feb)
- NRIs in formation: Chile IGF, Chile Youth IGF, Myanmar Youth IGF, Indian Ocean IGF
NRIs at IGF 2022

- **New IGF website** has enabled more modern and informative overview of the NRIs
- Under development: live **NRIs dashboard** (live update on topics, issues and participation records of NRIs priorities)
NRIs at IGF 2022

- NRIs responded to the IGF 2022 Call for issues. Priorities mirror the last year’s priorities (89 NRIs agendas analyzed).
- NRIs in a process of holistically looking at the priorities to determine issue-focused topics for NRIs sessions.
- Individually, NRIs experimenting with the processes (African IGF new MAG procedures, Canadian IGF Talks, EuroDIG experimenting with programme development via subject matter experts suggesting focus areas etc.).
- IGF-NRIs capacity development collaboration in 2022 aimed for.
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